Abstract. We characterize bounded sets in ultradistributions spaces 3^ p , / € [1, co], S'Wp}, and S'W and bounded sets and convergent sequences in 3"W and Sl'Wf} via the convolution by corresponding test functions. The structural theorems for 3f'jj " and 3'j\ ", t E [ 1, oo], are also given.
Introduction
For the analysis of Beurling and Roumieau spaces of ultradistributions and the background information we refer to [6] and references therein. In this paper we investigate the bounded sets in ultradistribution spaces. The results are analogous to Schwartz's results for distributions.
A characterization of a bounded set in 3L) " , t e [1, oo] , and representation theorems for the elements of 3L,', t e [1, oo] , are given in Lemma 2. In Lemma 3 spaces 3uMp} and 3[^p}, s e [1, oo) , and 3BWA and 33 W> are compared. They are equal in the set-theoretical sense, but we do not know whether they are topologically equal. In Lemma 4 the projective limit representation of S?{M'} is given. In these lemmas conditions (M.l) and (M.3)' are assumed. In other assertions conditions (M.l), (M.2), and (M.3) are assumed. Theorems 1 and 2 are the so-called second structural theorems for bounded sets in spaces 3'^"', t e [1, oo] , and &"* and for equicontinuous sets 3L,"', t e [1, oo] . These theorems are based on the parameterixes for appropriate ultradifferential operators constructed in [6] (Lemma 5). In Theorem 3(i) it is proved that a set B c 3,{-Mp"> (resp. B c 3,{-Mp">) is bounded if for every <f> e 3'^M^ (resp. cf> e 3(-mp'>) and every bounded open set CI, sup{|(/ * 4>)(x)\; f e B, x e CI} < oo. In Theorem 3(ii) an improvement of the quoted assertion is given, and in Theorem 4 the corresponding characterizations of a convergent sequence in 3,(-mp) (resp. 3'{Mp}) are given.
Notation and notions
The sets of real, complex, and natural numbers are denoted by R, C, N; N0 = N U {0} . n (JC,y) = £xtf,, xa = xa^---xan", |a|=ai + ." + a", ha = h^, i=i 1 d Qax+-+a" a.
ax,...,a., u, .^, u vx> uXn, o dx^...dx^ŵ here x, y eR", aeNg, h>0, teR.
By Ls, s e [ 1, oo] , we denote the well-known space of functions / (classes) for which |/|J is integrable on R" . The norm in this space is denoted by || ||z*; C°° is the space of smooth functions on R". For an / e L1 the Fourier transform is defined by PS® = /(£)= I e-(*'Vf(x)dx, ZeR".
Jr" By Mp , p e No, we denote a sequence of positive numbers. Assume Mo = 1. The following conditions on these sequences will be considered.
(M.l) M2<Mp_xMp+x, peN; (M.2)' Mp < AHpMp-X, p e N, for some A > 0, H > 0; (M.2) Mp < AHpMqMp-g , 0 < q < p, p e N, for some A > 0, H > 0; (M.3)' Y.?=iMq-XIMq<ao\ (M.3) E^P+i Mq_x/Mq < ApMp/Mp+x, p e N, for some ^ > 0. For the properties of such sequences we refer to [4] and [9] . In the definitions of test function spaces which are to follow we shall always assume that (M.l) and (M.3)' hold.
Recall the definition of Beurling and Roumieau spaces of ultradifferentiable functions [4] . If K is a compact subset of R" , h > 0, and </> 6 C°° , then H0lk,A = sup|^^l; a€N8,*€tf}.
Denote by 3K "h the space of functions cj> from C°° for which supp <j> c K and ||</>||a:,a < oo-The basic spaces of functions of classes (Mp) and {Mp} are defined by &W = proj lim 3">. , 3}>Mp) = ind lim 2?'. ,
The notation ^ cc R" means that K is compact and "grows" up to R". For the properties of basic spaces which correspond to a sequence Mp which satisfies given conditions we refer to [4] . Denote by fR the set of all positive sequences rp , p e N, which increase to oo. This set is partially ordered and directed by the relation rp ■< sp defined by rP<sp, p > po, for some p0 .
Let rp e 91 and K be a compact set in R" . Denote by 3^Mp} the space of smooth functions cp on R" supported by K such that IMk," = sup( J^ffi1 , aeNg, xetfUoo.
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where 3V"h is the space of functions 4> from C°° equipped with the norm I*"-»{E^ «>«}<«■
The space 3{Ifp) is defined in [10] .
The common notation for the symbols (Mp) and {Mp} will be *. If CI is an open set in R" and K is a compact subset of CI, then 3%(Cl) and 3*(CI) are defined analogously to the case CI = R.
Since 3* is dense in 3[s, s e [l,oo), and the inclusion mapping is continuous, it follows that the corresponding strong duals of 3[s and 3'{\, t -s/(s -1), are subspaces of Beurling and Roumieau ultradistribution spaces. We denote by 3 §* the completion of 3* in 31^ . The strong dual of 3S* is denoted by 3[*.
The space S?* is defined as follows [7, 8] . Denote by Sff", h > 0, the space sh" ^Sk"' k > n 'is compact [7] . The space S^p-°^ is the Gelfand-Shilov-type space [2] , and for 5,(p!'*), a > 1, we refer to [10] . 3* is dense in S*, and, with the assumptions (M.l), (M.2), and (M.3)', S* is invariant under the Fourier transformation. So the same holds for the strong dual 5"*.
An operator of the form P(D) = Y,nPN» aaDa , aa e C, is an (ultradifferential) operator of class (Mp) (resp. of class {Mp}) if there are constants A>0, h > 0 (resp. for every h > 0 there is A > 0), such that \Oa\<Aha/M\a\, aeN"0.
Special classes of entire functions [4] will be used. We recall some facts from [5] . In the sequel ri will be an integer greater than n/2 and mp = Mp/Mp-X, p e N. Let r > 0. Put (1) Fr ( Proof. One only has to prove the if parts.
(i) Assume that for every r,, s} e 9t (8) holds but for every h > 0 and C > 0 (7) does not hold. Let hv be a sequence which strictly increases to oo. There exists a sequence (pv , qv) from N2, such that pv+x + qv+x >pv + qv and A~(ft,+*')afi, ,* > v. ^ e N.
The following cases may appear:
(a) There is j?o € No such that (po, ft) is a subsequence of (pv , qv) and ft is strictly increasing. (b) Symmetric case to previous one.
(c) There is a subsequence (pk , qk) of (pv , qv) such that both pk and qk are strictly increasing. Let us prove that (c) implies the contradiction. The other two cases are similar. Let r( = hi, 1 < i < px, Sj = hx, 1 < ;' < qx; n = (A?*;*-)1/**-*-'), Pk-x<i<Pk\ sj = (A?A^1-,)1/<*-*-'>, ft_i < ; < ft, fc = 2, 3,....
The constructed sequences r, and 5/ do not satisfy (8), and this is a contradiction.
(ii) Put bv = sup{ap,q; p + q = v, p,qeNo), ^ e N0;
Ch= sup{A"&"; i/eNo}, h> 1; Q = sup{^+"ap,9; p, « e N0}, A > 1, H" = sup{h»C-1; h > 1}, i/ e N0.
Clearly Ch < Cb . Fix /?, # e No, and let v = p + q . For every h > 1, sup{h"ap<q/Ch ;h>\}< sup{Ch/Ch ; h > 1} < 1.
Thus, sup{Hp+qap,q; p,q e N0} < 1. Put hj = Hj/Hj-X, i e N. The sequence hi is increasing, and, for every h > 0, Hp/hp -»oo, p -► oo . Since
by taking r, = A,, s,-= hj, we obtain {tlrif[sj)aPtq<cc, and this implies the assertion.
Structural theorems
Denote by Co the space of continuous functions / on R" such that lim.|jt|_>00 f(x) = 0 equipped with the norm || H^co . Its dual space, the space of measures, is denoted by JHX (as in [3] ), and we denote the Proof. Clearly, the conditions given in (i)-(iii) are sufficient, so, we will prove that they are necessary. (ii) From Lemma 1 it follows that cp e C°°(Rn) belongs to ^W if and only if yri,sj(<t>) < oo for every r,, Sj■■ e 9t.
Every norm yr,,Sj, rt,Sj e 9t, is continuous on 5?h ", h > 0, so it is continuous on J/^W).
Since ^Wl is reflexive, every continuous seminorm p is bounded by the seminorm pB , where B is bounded in &"{Mp}, defined by pB(<p) = sup{\(f,cp)\-feB}. The proof is completed.
Up to the end of the paper we shall assume that conditions (M.l), (M.2), and (M.3) hold.
The following assertion of Komatsu will be used. Note that the first part of this assertion is also proved in [1] .
Lemma 5 [6] . Let K be a compact neighbourhood of zero, r > 0, and rp e 9t.
(i) There is u e 3{KMp}/2 and yt e 3{KMp) such that (ii) A is an equicontinuous subset of 3L) "', t e [1, oo] , if and only if there are rp e9\ and bounded sets Ax and A2 in V such that every f e A is of the form (11) f = Prp(D)Fx+F2, FxeAx, F2eA2. Proof. Note that we do not know whether the basic space is quasi-barrelled, and because of that we assume in (ii) that A is equicontinuous. We shall prove only assertion (ii) because it is rather complicated. Note that (i) is proved in
[l]forA = {f}.
Since P,p maps 3[s " , 5 e [1, oo), and 33^mp^ continuously into the same spaces, (11) implies that A is bounded in 3'^"'.
We shall prove the converse assertion for t = s/(s-1), S>1.
For t = 1 (5 = oo) the proof is similar.
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Let CI be a bounded open set in R" which contains zero, K = CI, and (j> e 3% ■ First we show that, for every f e A, f * <f> is a continuous linear functional on 3^Mp} endowed with the topology of Ls. Since A is equicontinuous, there are C > 0 which do not depend on / e A and rp e 9t such that for every y/ e 3^mp( 12 \(f*<P,V)\ = \{f,4>*V)\<C\\4*V\\L<,rt < CWWk^WvWd < c,\W\\d (k-x) = <l>(x)).
Because 3^mp^ is dense in Ls, it follows that {f * </>; f e A} is a set of (continuous) functions bounded in V . Moreover, (12) implies sup{||/*0||L,; feA}<C\\<b\\K,rp.
So if B is a bounded set of 3^Mp], then sup{\\f * cf>\\L,; <t>eB, feA}<oo.
Next, we show that there is (another) rp e 9t such that for every 6 e 3^Mp', {f * 6; / 6 ^} is a bounded set in V .
Let Bx be the unit ball in Ls and B be a bounded subset of 3^Mp'. Then for every f e A, y/ e Bx n 3^mp^ , and 4> e B , \(f*¥J)\ = \(f*4>, V)\ < \\f*4>h'\\¥\\L' = \\f*<t>\\L'<D<oc, where D does not depend on <fi and /. This implies that {f*y/; f e A, y/ e Bx r\3lMp1} is bounded in 3K{Mp}. Since 3J>Mp} is barrelled, this family is equicontinuous in 3'^Mp'. This implies that there exists a neighbourhood of zero in 3^Mp}
Vrp(e) = {6e3^Mp}; \\6\\K,rp < «}, e>0, such that
OeVrf(e)=>\(f*yJ)\ = \(f*0,y)\<l, y, eBxr\3^Mp\ feA.
The same inequality holds for the closure of Vrp(e) in 3^Mp^.
Let Sk(t) = kco(kt), t e R, k e N, where co e 3^mp^ , 0 < co < 1, JRco(t)dt = 1, and let 5k(x) = Sk(xx),..., Sk(x"), x e R" , k e N. One can easily prove that for given p e 3^ p, p*Sk , k e N, k > ko, is a sequence from ^M"} which converges to p in the norm || \\{KMp}p . If Q e 3^Mrp}, then, for some N > 0, \\6/N\\K p' < e and there is a sequence from Vrp(e) which converges to 6/N in the norm || ||j^l.
This implies that for every 6 e 3kMp^ there is C > 0 such that ") 'p \(f*y>J)\ = \(f*d,y,)\<C, y,eBxn3<MpK feA, and thus, \{f*0,y/)\<C\\v\\L,, We3WpK feA.
This proves that, for every 6 e 3^p} , {f*6; feA} is a bounded set in V . Lemma 5(h) implies that for every feA f = Prp(u*f)-y/*f, where ue3^, y/ e 3^Mp}, and since {u * f; feA} and {y/ * /; f e A} are bounded sets in V , the proof is completed.
Let r > 0 (resp. rp e 91) be given. There is f > 0 (resp. fp e 91) such that for cpe3{KMp}2 (resp. cp e3^M^), Prcp (resp. Pfpcp) is a continuous function. This and the preceding theorem imply the following Corollary 1. An f e 3'* is from 3'L\Mp) (resp. 3'Wp)), t e [1, oo], if and only if for every compact set K there is r > 0 (resp. rp e 91) such that for every <j> e 3{KMp)/2 (resp. 4> e 3^) f*<peLl.
The following is the structural theorem for tempered ultradistributions.
Theorem 2. Let A c 3'(-Mp'> (resp. A c 3'^Mp">). Then A is a bounded subset of SW (resp. A is a bounded subset of S'^Mp^) if and only if f is of the form
where P is an operator of class (Mp) (resp. of class {Mp}) and Ax is a set of continuous function on R" such that for some k > 0 and some C > 0 (resp. for every k > 0 there is C > 0) such that (14) \F(x)\<Cexp(M(k\x\)), FeAx,xeRn.
Proof. We shall prove again the {Mp} case since this is rather complicated and the ideas of the proofs for both cases are similar. Clearly (14) implies that by (13) a bounded set in ^'W is defined. Let A be a bounded set in S'Wl. For the Fourier transform / (feA) there are r,, Sj■ e 91 and A > 0 which do not depend on f e A such that (15) l</(0, *(«>!>4W0, 0eS<"'>. <Cx(\\Fx\\Li + \\F2\\L2)(l + \x\2)"expN(x), xeR".
Since for every k > 0 there is pk > 0 such that [4] N(x) < M(k\x\), \x\>pk, (14) follows and the theorem is proved.
Bounded sets in 3'*
In this section we shall give two theorems analogous to the corresponding theorems for distributions [12] . where F is continuous on Clx and P = Pr is of form (1) (resp. P = PTp is of form (3)). Let e > 0 be given. There are f > 0 (resp. fp e 91) and 3 > 0 such that a e Vt(S) = {4>e 3KMp); ||0|k,? < 8} =* sup{|Fr(F>)a(x)|} < e xeK (a e Vfp(d) = {<j>e 3{KMp}; \\<p\\KJp > 3} => sup{|Fr;>(Z))a(x)|} < e) .
\ x€K / Let a, p e Vf(3) (resp. a, ft e Vfp(8)) and x e CI. In the (Afp)-case \(f * a * p)(x)\ < \{Pr(D)F(t), (a * fi)(x -t))\ = \(F(t),(Pra*p)(x-t))\ < j \F(t)(Pra*p)(x-t)\dt Jn, <Csup{\(Pr(D)a*P)(x-t)\} < C,sup{|Pr(Z))a(OI}sup{|jff(/)|} < C,e2, teK tex where C -JQF(t)dt, Cx = C • mes CI.
The same holds in the {Mp} case. Thus, in both cases we obtain the continuity of Gf. (ii) B' is bounded in 3'* if and only if for every open bounded set QcR" and every open bounded neighbourhood of zero co there is r > 0 (resp. there is rp e 91) such that for every <p e 3™"rj2 (resp. for every 0 e 3^Mrp}) (17) holds.
Proof, (i) Let B' be a bounded set in 3'*. Let </> e 3*, supp <f> = K, and Qi and Cl2 be open bounded sets in R" such that Clx D CI -K, Cl2 D Clx . The set B'a of restrictions F|rj2, T e B', is bounded in 3'*(Cl2).
Consider the set B -{<j)x ; x e CI}, where 4>x: t -•• cj)(x -t), t eCl2, x eCl.
All the elements of B have the supports contained in Qi. Moreover, B is bounded in 3*(Cl2). Because of that, for some C > 0, \(T,<t>x)\ = \(T*<p)(x)\<C, TeB', xeCl. Now, assume that, for every </> e 3'*, (17) holds. As in Lemma 6, for every TeB' we denote by Gj the continuous linear mapping from 3% x 3% into L°°(Cl). The set & = {GT; T e B'} is pointwisely bounded. Namely, (17) implies that for fixed a e 3% the set { T * a; T e B1} is bounded in 3'£ , and thus, for fixed P e 3K , there exist Cp > 0 such that \GT(a,P)(x)\ = \((T*a)*p)(x)\<Cp, GT e 2?, xeCl.
Since 3£ x 3£ is barrelled, the family & is equicontinuous. This implies that there exists a neighbourhood of zero Vr(e) (resp. Vr"(e)) in 3^KMp) (resp. in 3]<Mp}) such that a, fi e Vr(e) => sup{|(F * a * fi)(x)\; TeB', x e CI} < 1 (resp. a, p e Vrf{e)=>sap{\(T*a*fi)(x)\; TeB', xgQ}<1).
The same holds for a, p being in the closure Vr(e) (resp. Vrp(e)) in 3^pr/2 (resp. 3^).
This implies that for arbitrary 6, pe3^MpJ2 (resp. 6, pe3^Mpp]) sup{|(F*6l*/i)(x)|; TeB', xeCl}<oo.
By using two times (9) (resp. (10) (resp. T = Prp(D)Prp(D)(T * u * u) -Pr"(D)(T *u*y/)-T*y/, TeB'). Because u e 3{wMp^2 and y/ e 3iMp) (resp. u e 3^Mp} and y/ e 3^Mp]), sets {T * u * u; T e B'} , {T * u * y/; T e B'}, and {T* y/; t e B'} are bounded in L°°(Cl). This implies that sup{|(F, 0)}|; T e B'} < oo for every </> e 3* with supp 4> c CI. Since CI is an arbitrary open bounded set in R" , it follows that B' is bounded in 3'*.
(ii) We only have to prove that for B' being bounded in 3'* the assertion in (ii) holds. By [4, Theorem 10.3] there is a set B of continuous functions uniformly bounded on Cl + co and Pr (resp. Prp) such that every TeB' is of the form T = PrF\{ci+(0) (resp. t = PrpF\(a+0))) for some F e B. There exists f (resp. rp e 9t) such that Pr(D)<p is continuous if <f>e3^2 (resp. Prp(D)4>
is continuous if 0 G ^j^/j,) ■ Since, for TeB', 0 e 3%pf/2 (resp. 4> e 3^Mf}), T * <j> = F * Pr(D)cp (resp. T *(p = F * Prp(D)4>), x e CI, the assertion follows.
Theorem 4. Let fv be a sequence in 3'*. Then:
(i) fu converges to 0 in 3'* if and only if for every cj> e 3* and every open bounded set CleR, fv *<f> converges to 0 uniformly on CI.
(ii) fv converges to 0 in 3'* if and only if for every open and bounded set QcR" and every open bounded neighbourhood of zero co there is r > 0 (resp. there is rp e 91) such that for every <f> e 3™"r/2 (resp. cj> e 3^Mrp}) f" * c/> converges to 0 uniformly on CI.
We omit the proof but only remark that, in order to prove this, one has to use the equicontinuity of the mapping 3Kx3K3a,P^fu*a*PeL°°(Cl)
(v e N)
and that for every fixed a, P, fv*a* P converges to 0 uniformly on Q.
